
Ship Smarter. Sell More.
Eliminate traditional ship stations and multiple logins. Use ShipFX to set up an                      

automated shipment process based on business rules you define for shipping packages. 
ShipFX communicates directly to the carrier through API calls to retrieve the appropriate 
shipping label. ShipFX includes support for a variety of popular carriers including FedEx, 

UPS, USPS, DHL, Canada Post, EasyPost, OnTrac, Newgistics and more.

Supercharge shippingQQ

Seller Marketplace Connectivityf

INTEGRATE
Integrate with any 
ERP, OMS or WMS

ACCESS
Access any parcel 
carrier or service

GENERATE
Generate any label, 

document, EDI 
ASN, email, SMS 
message & more

DEPLOY
Deploy on premise 

or in the cloud

Shipping Execution
Platform
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Automated 
multicarrier shipping

Universal ship station 
interface

Touch
Manifest

ShipFX features online seller marketplace connectors for retailers 
drop shipping for Amazon Prime, Walmart Marketplace, Walmart 
DSV, eBay, Overstock, Wayfair, Rakuten, Pricefalls, Groupon, Newegg 
and more.
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Automated Shipment Processing 
Use ShipFX to automatically ship orders without 
the need for traditional shipping stations. If you 
have your packages’ weights and dimensions, 
ShipFX can process your orders based on 
business rules you set up to decide which carrier 
to use for a particular shipment. 

Support any 
fulfillment workflow 
and shipment 
processing

Universal Shipment Interface
Easily access all your shipping carriers from 
a single user interface. Get real-time carrier 
rates to find the optimum way to ship your 
outgoing packages. Avoid failed deliveries using 
TouchManifest’s global address validation. 
Improve the customer experience by including 
hassle-free return labels with each shipment. 

Extends ShipFX 
functionality to 
support attended 
ship station 
applications

Online Seller Marketplace Connectivity
Use ShipFX to automate order fulfillment with 
your marketplace partners. All ecommerce 
orders are captured through API calls and 
imported directly into your WMS, ERP or order 
management systems. ShipFX can update 
the marketplace seller with order tracking 
information and real-time inventory availability.

Online seller 
marketplace 
connectors to 
support dropshipping

Touch
Manifest

Seller Marketplace
CONNECTIVITY
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